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A One day national conference was organized by Bhartiya Mahila Kaamgar 

Manch in collaboration with ELTAI, NCR-Greater NOIDA Chapter on The 

employment and empowerment of Unorganized Women Workers on 14
th

 April 

2019 at Gandhi Peace Foundation, New Delhi. The conference started with the 

lamp lighting followed by Saraswati vandana sung by Ms. Jayanthi Iyengar. 

Ms Anila Shukla, Founder Chairman, Bhartiya Mahila Kaamgar Manch 

welcomed all the delegates and guests. Ms Bharti Sharma, Social activist talked 

about domestic violence and the ways to overcome this issue. Guest of honour, 

Ms. Kalyani Menonsen, Social Activist and a member of WSS (Women against 

sexual violence and state repression) talked about various issues of violence 

against women The Chief Guest of the Inaugural, Ms Monica Arora, lawyer, 

practicing in Supreme Court of India talked about 

Women Rights (KAL AAJ AUR KAL) and shared the 

tips to know and exercise their rights. The tea break 

was followed by inaugural session.  

 The idea and ideology of Bhartiya Mahila Kaamgar 

Manch was shared by General Secretary OF BMKM.  

Then Ms Mala Vohra Khanna, Child & clinical 

psychologist who has won many international awards 

discussed the importance of SELF LOVE. The next 

speaker, Ms. Tulika Jha, chief operating officer, Bhartiya Harit Khadi Gramodya  Sansthan 

discussed the approaches of  Women Entrepreneurship and skilling. A song of Khori Village 

sung by BMKM members was the representation of skills of unorganized women. Ms Hemlata 

Kansotia, Founder of Labour Education and Development 

Society shared the new methods for self-help and 

livelihood. Dr Shravan Kumar, National Vice-President 

interacted with women of unorganized sector and 

discussed the importance of communication and effective 

ways of communication which help in employment. Ms 

Jayanthi R Iyengar, an IT professional, a successful 

business entrepreneur, shared her views to spread the 

awareness on higher dimensions of thinking, using 

inclusiveness for growth and development. 

The Seminar ended with vote of thanks by Dr M B Singh Chauhan, Vice-President, BMKM.  


